Fox Street Mews
Size: >.25 Acres
Neighborhood Green
Baldwin Park, Orlando
Walk Score: 69
Pedestrian Audit: 92

The Fox Street Mews is a common green space which in high density development eliminates the need for an individual lawns. This encourages unexpected interactions with neighbors and increases a sense of community. It also cuts back on maintenance costs. The mews concept also allows service entrances and driveways to be located at the rear of the property, preserving a communal frontage.

The Fox Street Mews is located adjacent to a walking path and bike trail which forms a pleasant piece of greenery in the already pedestrian and cycling friendly neighborhood of Baldwin Park. Built on a former Navy base Baldwin Park is located just of East Colonial Drive, also known as highway 50.

The Fox Street Mews is buffered by a broad swath of grass and a trail which meanders up to Lake Susannah. The trail runs for about one half mile and connects with Lake Baldwin Lane, which runs in to the heart of the urban core of Baldwin Park.